Jurgen Vercaemst Supply list.



Layout or practice paper; Gilbert bond practice pad is available from John Neal;
ideally the larger size is preferable. (Gilbert comes in two sizes 11” x 17” and 8.5’
x 11”). In Europe, a good alternative is Canson Croquis. Another good option is
Strathmore Layout Bond, either 9 “x12 “ or 11”x 14”. Practice paper should hold
ink/walnut ink/watercolor well.



Some better papers (Arches MBM, for example, or Arches text wove is even
better).



Ruler, or T-square (18” or longer is preferable); a triangle.



Various regular pencils (suggest 2B, HB).



Derwent water soluble “wash” sketching pencils; a set of HB, 4B and 8B are
available in a tin; if you can buy individual pencils, then obtain the 4B and 6B
“wash”.



Mechanical pencils sizes 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9 mm.



A box of color pencils, not watercolor pencils.



Eraser.



Dip pens in assorted sizes (Brause, Mitchell, Speedball) and pen-holders. Please
be sure to have a Speedball C-5.



Pointed pen nib: Speedball Hunt 101. Optional, but good if you have one, is the
Esterbrook 788 Oval Point. (It is no longer manufactured and is not readily
available).



A few small all-purpose brushes to “load” the broad-edged and pointed nibs.



Some good small brushes (suggest sizes 0, 1 and 2).



Walnut ink(s).



A few gouache colors.



A few watercolor colors.



Swiss knife or other sharp small blade knife (to sharpen regular pencils).



Fineliners: Black 0.03, 0.05, 0.1 and 0.2 mm. Copic Multi-liners are ideal. If
possible, please purchase a Copic Multiliner SP 0.03 and 0.05 and some
replaceable spare nibs. Handle them with care; the felt point is delicate. (Jurgen
will demo with them.)



Optional: Fineliners in different colors and in small sizes; ideally sizes 0.05 and
0.1. Some manufacturers make fineliners with small points; the smaller, the
better. Options include Pigma Microns, Copic Multiliners and Winsor & Newton.



Ink rags or paper towels.



Notebook/Sketchbook: Moleskine or other; a “soft” cover version is preferable.
(Blank; no dots, lines or grid) regular paper. Sizes M (medium) or L (large) are
recommended. XL and A4 are also available. Jurgen carries one with him at all
times, and that is something to consider in choosing a size.

